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“Linked data” is a way of publishing data on the Web as a network of hyperlinked resources representing entities and relationships among them. Using Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) to identify and link to individual chunks of data results in federated networks of data that can be authored and updated in a distributed fashion. That authoring and updating can be done not only by people, but also by software, which can query the networks of data and process the results to produce new data. Libraries, archives, museums and initiatives for open science and open civic data are adopting this approach to collaboratively author and maintain federated datasets. So too are large companies seeking to federate data across their disparate internal subdivisions and external partners. Platform companies like Google and Facebook use linked data to integrate federated data into their “knowledge graphs,” taking data from other companies and organizations and further processing it in order to “seamlessly” answer simple questions and automate routine transactions. As these public and private networks of data are being extended further and interlinked more densely, there are increasing concerns about the potential for harmful consequences and calls for the establishment of ethical principles.

Ethical codes aim to connect human conduct to moral principles. Discussions of ethical technical practice often focus on codifying those connections rather than clarifying the moral principles themselves, which are either left implicit or gestured to with abstract terms like justice, equity, dignity, or agency. A general sense of “the common good” is taken for granted, and attention quickly turns to the formulation of rules for ensuring that it is realized. But there are a number of ways to specify the common good, and these different specifications are not necessarily compatible. Abstract appeals to justice can obscure these differences. Rather than examining abstract and flattening codes of technical conduct to understand what justice means to different people, it can be more fruitful to look at disputes in which participants attempt to justify some technical practice. An advantage of this strategy is that it does not assume a distinction between ethics and technics: a technical concern for effective and efficient functioning is treated as just one more way of specifying the common good, rather than something different in kind from ethical concerns about the ends to which effective and efficient functioning may be applied.

In this chapter I examine a dispute over RDFa, a proposed extension to the HTML standard intended to ease the authoring and publishing of linked data by allowing it to be
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1 An excellent example is the W3C TAG Ethical Web Principles, ed. Daniel Appelquist and Hadley Beeman (W3C TAG Finding, October 6, 2021), https://www.w3.org/2001/tag/doc/ethical-web-principles-20211006.
embedded in Web pages. I begin by summarizing the theoretical motivation for examining disputes in order to find clues about the moral frameworks informing technical practice. Next I provide historical context for the dispute, specifically the transfer of control over the HTML standard from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to a consortium of companies developing Web browsers—a conjuncture that significantly shaped the subsequent development of the Web and the rise of the platforms that consume it. After describing the traces left by the dispute in public mailing list archives and how I analyzed them, I present the results of that analysis, showing that distinct and incompatible visions of the common good—not disagreement over technical issues—underlay the dispute. I conclude by considering the implications of my analysis for the ethical use of linked data. I suggest that organizations implementing linked data projects should consider whether their values are compatible with the moral order implied by linked data and that, if they decide that they are, they should take up the challenge of further strengthening and clarifying that order.

**Pragmatic Sociology and the Common Worlds**

I examine the dispute over RDFa through the lens of pragmatic sociology. Pragmatic sociology emerged in the 1980s and 1990s in response to the then-dominant programs of sociology that sought to reduce explanations of social behavior either to embedded biological or economic dispositions on the one hand, or to hegemonic sociocultural structures on the other. While in those programs sociologists tended to reserve for themselves the right to formulate critique, pragmatic sociologists sought to avoid a “deep asymmetry between deluded actors and the clear-minded sociologist” by taking seriously the critical facilities people exhibit in ordinary life. The modifier “pragmatic” was inspired by the study of pragmatics in linguistics. Where other branches of linguistics focus on explicating the abstract semantic or syntactic structures of language, pragmatics is the study of how people actually speak in concrete situations. The goal of pragmatics is to infer something about people’s linguistic competence: their subconscious, intuitive knowledge of the more general rules governing speech. Likewise, pragmatic sociologists study what people do and say, especially in situations—such as disputes—where they are justifying their own
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3 Boltanski, “Journey,” 44.
actions or criticizing the actions and intentions of others. In such situations people typically try to transcend the specific contingencies of the immediate situation by appealing to more general ideas of what the world should be like.

The pragmatic study of disputes has deeply influenced social and historical studies of science and technology through the work of Bruno Latour, Michel Callon, and others. But here I rely primarily on the pragmatic sociology of justification and critique developed in the work of Luc Boltanski with his collaborators Laurent Thévenot and Ève Chiapello. Boltanski and Thévenot observed that people try to settle disagreements by appealing to some higher common principle. A higher common principle reduces complexity by providing clarity about what matters and what does not: some people, things, and arrangements are deemed more worthy of concern because they more clearly manifest the higher common principle, while others that do not are deemed less worthy. That sense of what matters—that Boltanski and Thévenot call a sense of justice, or moral sense—is not something constantly renegotiated in every concrete situation, but rather something that works more like a language, providing a continuity and stability that transcends specific moments of performance. Like languages, intuitive understandings of moral order are learned not by studying grammars but through participation in social life. And just as more- or less continuous and stable linguistic traditions can be identified within the kaleidoscopic variety of actual language use, so can traditions of moral justification be identified: what Boltanski and Thévenot call common worlds. A common world is not a “culture” that pervades every aspect of a person’s life and therefore ostensibly explains their behavior. Just as people may speak one language at home and another at work, “code switching” as they deem appropriate to the situation at hand, so can people fluidly transition from one world to another. In the analysis that follows I focus specifically on two of these common worlds: the industrial world identified by Boltanski and Thévenot and the connectionist world later identified by Boltanski and Chiapello.
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5 Boltanski and Thévenot, On Justification, 138.

6 Were there no hope of moving between worlds, there would be no point in attempts to criticize or compromise with other orders of worth.

Linked data is structured as a network of nodes and links between them. While there are many ways to define such a structure,\(^8\) the definition endorsed by the W3C is the Resource Description Framework (RDF). RDF was designed to be an abstract model of (or way of structuring) data rather than a concrete syntax for (or way of writing down) data. In theory, RDF was “syntax-neutral,” meaning that the same data modeled using RDF could be written down or “encoded” in different ways. But in practice, the only syntax described in the initial RDF specification was RDF/XML, which used the Extensible Markup Language (XML) to encode RDF-structured data.\(^9\) This would prove to be a barrier to the adoption of RDF, as RDF/XML syntax is hard for humans to read and requires sometimes-complicated XML libraries and tools for programmatic manipulation.\(^10\) Simpler alternatives were discussed and developed, but by 2006, when Tim Berners-Lee introduced the term “linked data” to encourage the publication of useful data on the Web as RDF, none of these alternatives had yet become official standards.\(^11\) One of the alternatives envisioned early on was a way to embed RDF-structured data in HTML pages, as a way of piggybacking on the success of the HTML format. Various techniques for embedding RDF in HTML were
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\(^10\) Furthermore, standard tools for validating XML documents cannot be used to check that RDF/XML documents are valid RDF, which begs the question of why to use XML at all.

considered, one of which was to use existing HTML syntax (specifically, HTML attributes) to encode RDF structures.

As early as 2005, the microformats initiative had successfully demonstrated that HTML attributes could be used to embed structured data in Web pages. A microformat is an agreed-upon convention for using the HTML `class` attribute to indicate that an HTML element contains a certain type of data value. While microformats can be used only to embed specific kinds of data such as contact information and calendar events, their success bolstered support for a similar effort at the W3C called RDFa (for “RDF attributes”). However, the RDFa designers found that it was not possible to encode all possible RDF data using existing HTML attributes without running the risk of misinterpreting ordinary HTML as embedded data. Thus their design called for extending the HTML specification by adding five new attributes. In their view, this was not a problem, as the W3C had been working for several years on a “modular” version of HTML—called XHTML—that would allow precisely this kind of extensibility. But then something happened that made it a problem: the W3C lost control of HTML.

XHTML was part of the W3C’s long-term plan to replace HTML with something (in their view) better-suited to the kinds complex, dynamic “applications” that were beginning to supplant simple “pages” on the Web. With the rise of the commercial Web, more and more developers had been turning to Flash and other proprietary technologies to create richer “user experiences.” HTML had been carefully designed to give browsers control over content rendering, something crucial for people with visual impairments, living in areas with low bandwidth, or simply wanting to access the Web on their own terms. Catering to corporate interests more concerned with brand identity and intellectual property than universal access, these new technologies put content publishers firmly in control and threatened the vision of an open Web. W3C experts believed that replacing HTML documents with “compound documents” constructed from modules defined in different XML-based markup languages would provide a viable open alternative to these proprietary technologies, allowing developers to build more complex Web applications in a way consistent with the success of HTML.
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multimedia hypertext declaratively, by learning a set of tags and attributes (i.e., a markup language) rather than procedurally, by using a full-fledged programming language, and the W3C hoped to do the same for the new generation of Web applications.\textsuperscript{16}

But the ease of authoring HTML comes at the price of complexity in the software responsible for interpreting and rendering HTML: the Web browser. The W3C’s vision for modular compound documents implied a quantum leap in the complexity of Web browsers—or so it seemed to the engineers responsible for those browsers. Rather than take on the unprecedented challenge of developing a rendering engine for compound documents, these engineers preferred to focus on improving the performance, consistency, and capabilities of browsers’ JavaScript engines, thus allowing developers to build Web applications procedurally.\textsuperscript{17} In response to a 2004 W3C workshop that sought to build consensus on a way forward for Web applications and compound documents, engineers from Apple, Mozilla, and Opera openly rejected the W3C vision and, behind the leadership of Opera (and soon-to-be Google) employee Ian Hickson, announced their intention to continue work on new HTML-related specifications outside the purview of the W3C.\textsuperscript{18} The new standards organization was dubbed the Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG), and Hickson became the editor of the HTML specification, with ultimate responsibility for deciding what would be included in it.

\textsuperscript{16} When programming procedurally, one provides a specific set of steps to be executed. Writing code in a language such as JavaScript or Python is procedural programming, giving the machine specific instructions to be carried out. When programming declaratively, one provides a description of a desired outcome. The machine then determines the specific steps to be carried out to achieve that outcome. Authoring a Web page using HTML and CSS is declarative, because one provides a description of the desired layout and style, rather than the specific set of steps necessary to achieve that layout and style in a browser window on some particular device.


Reading the WHATWG Mailing List

In June 2004 the WHATWG established a publicly archived, open mailing list through which to develop the HTML specification. It was primarily on this mailing list that the dispute over RDFa examined here took place. The dispute began in August 2008, when a member of the list pointed out that a proposal submitted to the W3C for embedding licensing metadata in Web pages depended on the use of new attributes—those required to encode RDFa—not provided for in the WHATWG version of the HTML specification. The immediate response was that there was “absolutely no reason to extend html to accommodate [sic]” the proposal, a sentiment with which the editor of the HTML specification agreed. This in turn led to the editors of the RDFa specification and other proponents of RDFa joining the WHATWG mailing list to advocate for their point of view, leading to a dispute over RDFa that would continue, off and on, for approximately the next year.

As a “lurker” on the WHATWG mailing list during the period of the dispute, I observed it unfold in real time. I have worked with linked data, RDF, and their predecessor technologies since 1997, and so I am deeply familiar with both linked data and the types of arguments made for and against it. However, for the purposes of this study I did not rely solely on that familiarity but re-immersed myself in the archives of the mailing list in order to attend to the details of how the dispute unfolded in writing.

The WHATWG hosts a public archive of its (no longer active) mailing list, but it is incomplete and not easily searchable. Fortunately the W3C maintains a searchable and complete archive, which I used to carry out my study of the dispute. I began by using the W3C archive’s search functionality to find every message posted to the WHATWG mailing list between August 2008 and July 2009 that contained the terms RDFa, RDF, metadata, or
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23 whatwg@whatwg.org mailing list archives, W3C, https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-whatwg-archive/.
microdata anywhere in the subject line or body of the message. I then identified the thread (tree of messages created by senders replying to earlier messages, typically all having the same subject line) to which each message belonged and read it in its entirety. As I read, I took note of arguments that appealed to concepts beyond the immediate technical details of RDFa implementation. After reading through these threads and reviewing my notes, I identified and organized my notes under five major themes: collaboration and coordination, expertise and consensus, community and scale, human labor and machine labor, and the role of search engines. In my analysis below I interpret these themes in terms of Boltanski and Thévenot’s common worlds model, but I did not initially set out to find these worlds in the RDFa dispute: it was only after the process described above that I began to see the relevance of their model to the themes I had identified.

The Industrial Case against RDFa

The WHATWG discussions I read often revolved around questions of proper process. Ian Hickson (founder of the WHATWG and editor of the HTML specification) repeatedly outlined the WHATWG’s process for evaluating RDFa or any other proposed addition to the HTML specification. First, the problem to be solved by the proposed addition must be clearly stated in the form of a “use case.”24 Next it must be demonstrated that the problem is “is one that needs solving,”25 which can be done by presenting evidence that “the bulk of users”26 face the problem and that current solutions are inadequate “hacks.”27 If the proposed problem passes these tests, the next step is to enumerate all possible solutions in order to identify the one that most effectively and efficiently solves the problem. Finally, “the relevant implementors”—browser vendors, search engine companies, or creators of HTML authoring and validation tools—must show a willingness to implement the identified solution.28 At each stage, participants in the process must “use rational debate, back up their opinions with logical arguments, present research to justify their claims, and
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24 Ian Hickson, reply to “RDFa is to structured data, like canvas is to bitmap and SVG is to vector,” whatwg@whatwg.org mailing list archives, W3C, January 18, 2009, https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-whatwg-archive/2009Jan/0210.html.


26 Ian Hickson, reply to “Creative Commons Rights Expression Language,” www-archive@w3.org mailing list archives, W3C, August 24, 2008, https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/www-archive/2008Aug/0073.html. Note that this message was posted to a part of the thread that spilled out of the WHATWG mailing list onto another mailing list—a not uncommon occurrence.

27 Hickson, reply to “RDFa is to structured data,” https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-whatwg-archive/2009Jan/0210.html.

28 Hickson.
derive proposals from user needs.”

These arguments were to be evaluated solely “based on their technical merits and on what supporting research they have, and not on the number of times they were made” or the number of people making them.

According to the criteria outlined above, in the eyes of many members of the WHATWG human-authored metadata on the Web had already failed to pass muster as a reliable and useful technology: “We have shown time and time again that when metadata mechanisms face the wider Web community, they fail.” The case against human-authored metadata on the Web goes as follows: such metadata only works in “controlled environments” such as “a small coherent community where all the participants have compatible goals.” Within these controlled environments, it is possible to ensure that people create and use metadata honestly, conscientiously, and intelligently. But in the absence of mechanisms for enforcing this discipline, some people’s “inherent greed and evilness” will lead them to author metadata dishonestly. Others will be lazy, not caring enough “to bother doing a good job” and content to live with “terrible metadata hygiene [sic].” And even among those people who work diligently and honestly, many will be incompetent, unable to create and use metadata without “making huge mistakes.” As a result, outside of controlled environments, “the metadata becomes an utter mess, misused, wrong, missing, syntactically incorrect, semantically incorrect, unusable.”

The arguments marshaled against human-authored metadata on the Web by WHATWG participants closely followed a template established by influential tech pundit and science
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30 Hickson.


33 Hickson.

34 Ian Hickson, reply to “RDFa Problem Statement (was: Creative Commons Rights Expression Language),” whatwg@whatwg.org mailing list archives, W3C, August 26, 2008, https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-whatwg-archive/2008Aug/0416.html.


fiction author Cory Doctorow in his 2001 essay “Metacrap.”\textsuperscript{38} Doctorow began his argument against reliable human-authored metadata by observing that “people lie,” “people are lazy,” and “people are stupid.”\textsuperscript{39} An implicit assumption of Doctorow’s argument was that the Web is an environment that is uncontrolled and inherently uncontrollable—a tenet among libertarian Web evangelists since its inception.\textsuperscript{40} The uncontrollable nature of the Web means that reliable human-authored metadata is “a pipe-dream,” Doctorow argued, but there is an alternative that works reliably: implicit, observational metadata, derived through statistical analysis of human behavior.\textsuperscript{41} The premise that aggregation and analysis of large-scale data could work reliably in uncontrolled environments where human-authored metadata was destined to fail was picked up a few years later by tech pundit and consultant Clay Shirky, who incorporated it into a just-so story purporting to explain the success of Google and the decline of its competitor Yahoo.\textsuperscript{42} Both Shirky and Doctorow advocated addressing the problem of the uncontrolled Web through the carefully controlled creation, analysis and extraction of value from large datasets, derived from the Web but not part of it. Their exemplar was the Google search index: impossible to construct without the Web, but not itself available as a resource openly published on the Web. It would provide a blueprint for today’s machine learning models, trained on data from the open Web but only rarely open to inspection themselves.

Echoing Doctorow and Shirky, RDFa critics on the WHATWG mailing list asserted that the success of web search engine companies obviated the need for human-authored metadata, since “search engines probably already ‘understand’ pages with far more accuracy than most authors will ever be able to express.”\textsuperscript{43} While acknowledging limits to that understanding, they argued that investment of technical effort should focus on transcending those limits through advances in natural language processing: “Google's experience is that natural language processing of the actual information seen by the actual end user is far, far more reliable than any source of metadata. Thus from Google's perspective, investing in

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{39} Doctorow, “Metacrap.”
\item \textsuperscript{41} Doctorow, “Metacrap.”
\item \textsuperscript{43} Hickson, reply to “RDFa Problem Statement,” https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-whatwg-archive/2008Aug/0416.html.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
RDFa seems like a poorer investment than investing in natural language processing."^44 Human authoring of metadata is a poor investment because it “require[s] us to solve a fundamentally unsolvable pair of problems (making humans not be lazy and making humans not be evil)."^45 Rather than technical resources being squandered on unsolvable problems of human nature, they should be invested in ventures more likely to result in effective functionality: “To scale to the whole Web, the only thing I can see working is the computers understanding human language.”^46

The arguments made against RDFa and in favor of natural language processing reflect a system of values characteristic of what Boltanski and Thévenot identify as an industrial world in which the common good is equated with efficient functioning. In this world, expert technicians are valued for the responsibility they assume over the planning and execution of realistic projects for the future. The valorization of technicians is linked to their ability to exercise control, not through the direct exercise of power over others but through decomposing complexity into less complex elements and “predicting less complex actions by integrating them into a larger overall plan.”^49 This decomposition and re-integration is achieved by marshaling lists of use cases and requirements, tools of definition, measurement, and planning, “the instruments for defining and measuring [that] constitute the situation of action as a problem leading to the formulation of hypotheses and calling for a solution.”^50 Immorality in the industrial world is associated with laziness and inefficiency due to a lack of motivation or qualifications. These vices lead to waste, pollution, and deterioration—“mess” and “crap”—all symptoms of a poorly controlled system. But harmonious functioning can be restored through the introduction of carefully controlled machinery and “operations of standardization and formalization [making] it possible to see the
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^48 Boltanski and Thévenot, 206.

^49 Boltanski and Thévenot, 209.

^50 Boltanski and Thévenot, 208.

^51 Boltanski and Thévenot, 205.
world through data *expressed* in numbers, *quantified*, ready to be *processed*, combined, *added up.*”52

**The Connectionist Case for RDFa**

The arguments made by proponents of RDFa and linked data reflect a system of values characteristic of what Boltanski and Chiapello refer to as a *connectionist* world.53 In this world, project managers are valued for their ability to tap into their personal networks and quickly assemble teams with complementary knowledge and skills.54 The status of project managers is linked to their role as redistributors of information and links, putting formerly separated people into contact by integrating them into new networks.55 This redistribution of links is achieved through the cultivation of informal relations with trusted partners from past projects. These relations are maintained through savvy use of new communication technologies, so that they may be kept in reserve and re-engaged when necessary for new projects.56 Immorality in the connectionist world is associated with an inability to engage in new projects, due either to a failure to communicate effectively or an unwillingness to reciprocally share information and links. These vices lead to the monopolistic hoarding of information within closed networks: silos that benefit privileged insiders but do not extend the network for the greater good.57 Hence the importance of lowering barriers to communication and coordination, allowing links to proliferate and ensuring that the network will be able to flexibly support innovative projects.

The dispute over RDFa on the WHATWG mailing list was instigated by a proposal58 submitted to the W3C by Creative Commons, a nonprofit founded in 2001 to provide “flexible, customizable intellectual-property licenses” that people posting work on the Web
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54 Boltanski and Chiapello, 115–116.
55 Boltanski and Chiapello, 121–122.
56 Boltanski and Chiapello, 117–118.
57 Boltanski and Chiapello, 119–120.
58 ccREL: The Creative Commons Rights Expression Language, ed. Hal Abelson, Ben Adida, Mike Linksvayer, and Nathan Yergler (W3C Member Submission, May 1, 2008), https://www.w3.org/Submission/2008/SUBM-ccREL-20080501/.
could use to legally define acceptable uses of that work. The proposal described the Creative Commons Rights Expression Language (ccREL), a method for embedding these licenses in Web pages using RDFa. As ccREL was one of the first major applications envisioned for RDFa, Creative Commons also became involved in the design of RDFa itself: as the proposal puts it, “RDFa was designed by the W3C with Creative Commons’ input.” This is relevant because, as the ccREL proposal demonstrates, the Creative Commons vision was deeply rooted in the connectionist world. Boltanski and Chiapello note that the innovative project managers of the connectionist world are modeled on artists and scientists. Creative Commons also centers artists and scientists as subjects: the ccREL proposal concludes by asserting that “Creative Commons wants to make it easy for artists and scientists to build upon the works of others when they choose to.” Artistic and scientific collaboration is framed as network-building activity to be stimulated through the provision of technological tools and infrastructure that lower barriers to sharing information and making mutual connections: “the minimal infrastructure required to enable collaboration and invention, while letting it flourish as an organic, distributed process.”

In the artistic-scientific model of collaboration valorized by Creative Commons, small groups work autonomously while maintaining an openness to opportunistic links with other groups. Maintaining local autonomy without foreclosing on opportunities for connection is repeatedly emphasized by advocates for RDFa and linked data: “... there are a very large set of very small problem spaces relevant to a small group at a time. Like RDF itself, RDFa is meeting the problem of allowing these people to share machine-processable data without previously coordinating their approach.” Linked data exemplifies the close association between connections and information in the connectionist world: “Information is at once the result and the condition of multiplying connections ... To succeed in discovering good connections, such information must be integrated into a representation of the universe to be explored. In a network world, however, there can be no question of an overarching
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60 ccREL, RDFa and concrete syntax for Work properties, https://www.w3.org/Submission/2008/SUBM-ccREL-20080501/#SECTION00051000000000000000.


62 ccREL, Conclusion, https://www.w3.org/Submission/2008/SUBM-ccREL-20080501/#SECTION00080000000000000000.

63 ccREL, Conclusion.

64 Charles McCathieNevile, reply to “Trying to work out the problems solved by RDFa,” whatwg@whatwg.org mailing list archives, W3C, January 1, 2009, https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-whatwg-archive/2008Dec/0416.html.
representation. Useful representations are local, singular, circumstantial ...65 To cultivate relations of interdependence and trust, people in the connectionist world need “fine-grained, open information” rather than comprehensive standardization.66 Fine granularity means that representations can be local but overlapping: “… what RDF is really about is publishing data in a fine-grained enough matter that applications can easily overlap. That's why you can ignore parts of the data if you don't need it. You get a much more loosely-coupled, opportunistic Web, that way ...”67

The loose coupling of small autonomous groups is essential to how innovation and creativity are conceived in the connectionist world. Rather than being associated with inspired genius, in the connectionist world “creativity is a function of the number and quality of links. Moreover, it is a matter of recombination, rather than creation ex nihilo, and readily assumes a ‘distributed’ form (as one talks of ‘distributed intelligence’), with responsibility for innovation being allocated between different actors.”68 “Distributed innovation” is a recurrent theme of linked data advocates, who argue that adding support for RDFa to the HTML specification “will help make many small communities happy, each in their own way ... That’s the power of RDF, and the idea behind RDFa is to enable that distributed innovation within HTML.”69 Making an argument against central planning similar to that made by the Austrian economist Friedrich Hayek70—but with fine-grained, open data playing the role of information about prices—linked data advocates argue that an unknown future is best prepared for by enabling distributed intelligence. Creative Commons argues that needs “not yet envisioned” must be addressed through innovation that proceeds “in a distributed fashion in different communities,” just as Hayek argued that “decentralized planning by many separate persons,” by making use of each individual’s “special knowledge


66 Boltanski and Chiapello, 130.


68 Boltanski and Chiapello, New Spirit, 129.


71 ccREL, Creative Commons and RDF, https://www.w3.org/Submission/2008/SUBM-ccREL-20080501/#SECTION00021000000000000000.
of circumstances of the fleeting moment not known to others,” would outperform centralized industrial planning.\textsuperscript{72}

Tim Berners-Lee identified “non-centralisation” as a core requirement for the Web, asserting that it “must allow existing systems to be linked together without requiring any central control or coordination.”\textsuperscript{73} This specter of a “central bottleneck” is frequently invoked by linked data advocates. For example, in the RDFa dispute, critics of linked data often pointed to microformats as a superior alternative to RDFa. As explained above, microformats are an alternative means of embedding metadata in HTML, the main difference being that microformat metadata vocabularies\textsuperscript{74} are developed through a centralized standardization process very similar to the one WHATWG adopted for the HTML specification.\textsuperscript{75} RDFa advocates repeatedly rejected this process as “unworkable”\textsuperscript{76} for the distribution innovation they envisioned, as it would introduce a point of centralized control:

It seems "bloodtype" is more important in Japanese culture than in Western Europe, but that the toolset and design provided by RDFa allows independent extension of FOAF in Japan without expensive central bottlenecks.\textsuperscript{77}

Who decides what the right due diligence is? One organization for *all* topics, ever? An RDF vocabulary can be created by the proper community … rather than assuming that one central group should be the centralized bottleneck for all development. In other

\textsuperscript{72} Hayek, “Use of Knowledge,” 522.


\textsuperscript{74} A metadata vocabulary is a fixed set of terms for naming the kinds of things to be described, what properties those things may have, and (in some cases) the values that those properties can take. A metadata vocabulary that is designed to support formal reasoning and inference about the described things is known as an “ontology.” Metadata vocabularies defined using RDF support formal reasoning and inference, and this was often cited by advocates as a point in favor of RDFa over alternatives such as microformats. Critics of RDFa, on the other hand, expressed doubts that formal reasoning was either effective or necessary.


\textsuperscript{76} Ben Adida, reply to “Creative Commons Rights Expression Language,” whatwg@whatwg.org mailing list archives, W3C, August 21, 2008, https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-whatwg- archive/2008Aug/0331.html.

\textsuperscript{77} Dan Brickley, reply to “RDFa Problem Statement,” whatwg@whatwg.org mailing list archives, W3C, August 26, 2008, https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-whatwg-archive/2008Aug/0414.html.
words, RDF vocabularies function like the web does: decentralized, let the best sites/vocabs win.78

What happens when the people you're justifying your design to are the gatekeepers? What happens when they don't understand the problem you're attempting to solve? Or they disagree with you on a philosophical level? Or they have some sort of political reason to not allow your vocabulary to see the light of day (think large multi-national vs. little guy)?79

For similar reasons, linked data advocates also rejected natural language processing and machine learning as potential network-killers. Since these technologies require expensive investments in expertise and computation power that few organizations are in the position to make, relying on them introduces another potential point of central control. RDFa advocates repeatedly expressed concern about making connection and collaboration the Web dependent on Google or other “big tech” intermediaries:

I'm not sure a web design should be predicated on the existence of Google ...80

We can reasonably assume the existence of large search engines covering a good part of the public Web. Google being a well known example. But we can't necessarily assume their owners will offer reliable machine-friendly APIs [application programming interfaces] to that data, with terms of service that are sufficiently unconstrained ... the constraints are significant. And may change at any time ...81

It would seem important that the Web easily enable small-time users of data to efficiently communicate with one another, without the need to have one of the giants as an intermediary ... Google ... can afford to run a huge organisation with massive computer power and many engineers ... there are many others who find that processing structured data is more efficient for their needs than doing free-text analysis of web...


These concerns reflect the characteristic moral sense of the connectionist world, which condemns “the networker [who] keeps information to himself, weaves connections in secret ... avoiding a situation where others can pursue them without going through him ... [whose] monopolistic conduct leads fairly rapidly to the closure of the network” such that it no longer serves the common good.83

**Worlds in Conflict**

Conflicting visions of the common good, not disagreement over technical issues, precipitated the dispute over RDFa. Technical disagreements can be resolved through an industrial test of strength such as the process prescribed by the WHATWG. But such a resolution is impossible when “the very reality of the common good underlying the legitimacy of the test is contested,” as it was in this case.84 The WHATWG appealed to RDFa advocates to submit to an industrial test, insisting that “it is important to actually make sure the problem you are solving is one that needs solving,”85 but RDFa advocates denounced the test as invalid: “Who gets to decide which problems need solving?”86 Having to justify RDFa by demonstrating that it would solve a problem for “the bulk of users” ran counter to the fine granularity linked data advocates required to enable distributed innovation: “Are we only trying to solve problems that the *bulk* of users know they have? What about enabling new solutions that will provide a new category of solutions that the bulk of users can't quite put their finger on?”87 Linked data advocates' focus on small communities made no sense to the WHATWG: “There are thousands of small communities with their own needs, we can't possibly address each one in HTML. Indeed, we have design
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principles that make addressing the needs of small communities an explicit non-goal."\textsuperscript{88} Those principles, linked data advocates countered, could not be applied to metadata vocabulary design: “A somewhat strained analogy would be bringing in representatives from all of the cultures of the world and having them agree on a universal vocabulary. It is an untenable prospect, there is too much diversity in the world to agree on one master vocabulary.”\textsuperscript{89} In the connectionist world, a universal solution is untenable, but in the industrial world it is the very definition of the common good: “That's pretty much exactly what Unicode did. Or what we're doing with HTML. That doesn't seem untennable [sic], it seems quite reasonable.”\textsuperscript{90}

RDFa advocates’ disagreement with the WHATWG exemplifies how people in the connectionist world call the industrial world into question:

... flexibility, their ability to adapt and learn continuously, become major advantages, which take precedence over their technical expertise (knowledge changes so quickly) and their experience. Personality make-up, the qualities of communication, listening and openness to differences, thus count for more than efficiency as measured by the ability to achieve predefined objectives. Work methods are developed in line with constantly changing needs: people organize themselves and invent local rules that are not amenable to totalization and comprehensive rationalization by some putative organization department.\textsuperscript{91}

Ultimately this disagreement was resolved through an uneasy compromise. Of the use cases identified for RDFa, only two were deemed efficiently solvable through changes to the HTML specification: providing metadata to search engines that could be used to enhance the presentation of search results\textsuperscript{92} and “annotating structured data that HTML has no semantics for, and which nobody has annotated before, and may never again, for private use
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or use in a small self-contained community.”93 The latter was an attempt to reformulate the values of the connectionist world in the form of a “problem” acceptable to the industrial world—part of the process of working out a compromise between two worlds.94

RDFa itself, however, was rejected as a solution to these problems in favor of an alternative, dubbed “microdata,” designed by Ian Hickson to better agree with his engineering sensibilities. Microdata was simpler and less flexible than RDFa, making it easier to write efficient microdata parsers. But from the perspective of the connectionists, the most significant difference was that microdata rejected the use of URLs as identifiers, thus eliminating the one feature of RDF that promotes visions of a globally distributed network of data. Hickson made it clear that microdata was designed not to enable the construction of this network but instead “for private use or use in a small self-contained community.”95

Two years later, microdata would become the initial focus of schema.org, a consortium founded by Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo to manage one master vocabulary that website administrators could use to “help search engines and other applications better understand your content and display it in a useful, relevant way.”96 Schema.org was a response to what became the first major use of RDFa: Facebook’s Open Graph Protocol, intended to ease the process of incorporating Web content into Facebook’s “social graph.”97 Ironically, rather than devolving power to small independent communities, embedding linked data in Web pages accelerated the centralized hoarding of information by providing a way for “content producers” to make themselves more legible to these platforms’ data processing regimes. In retrospect, linked data advocates undermined their own vision by focusing on technical standards for encoding metadata rather than the much harder problem of establishing a framework of general conventions within which independent groups could define their own vocabularies in a decentralized-yet-loosely-connectable way. As a result, organizations often choose to use linked data not in order to exercise local autonomy, but in exchange for preferential treatment on centralized platforms, to whom they relinquish control over
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vocabulary design decisions rather than investing in the labor and expertise necessary to retain control themselves.\textsuperscript{98}

By making these observations, I am not suggesting that practitioners considering the use of linked data should necessarily adopt connectionist values. Instead I am emphasizing that linked data is not a neutral technology: it comes equipped with its own moral logic, a logic that may not sit easily with the values espoused by organizations implementing it. For example, linked data and the Web are sometimes assumed to be “democratizing” forces well-suited to the aims of civic institutions like libraries and local governments. But the common good understood as a collective good, realizable through democratic expression of the general will, is not how the common good is understood in the connectionist world.\textsuperscript{99} Nor does the connectionist world, despite its reliance on the maintenance of local connections, respect communitarian rootedness, traditional ways of knowing, or the authoritative wisdom of elders and ancestors—calling into question the idea that linked data is particularly well suited to organizing indigenous cultural heritage or projects of decolonization.\textsuperscript{100} Boltanski and Chiapello argue that, beginning in the 1970s, critiques of capitalist institutions were successfully defused through the deployment of a connectionist grammar that elides the differences between putting on a play, organizing a protest, and closing a factory: all become “projects.”\textsuperscript{101} The appeal of linked data may be due in part to the ease with which the connectionist grammar can assimilate such a variety of activities.

On the other hand, it may be that linked data advocates do in fact believe in the connectionist ideals that Creative Commons and others have made seem so attractive. If this is the case, then there is still a need for clearer articulation of, and mechanisms for enforcing, the principles of justice native to the connectionist world—principles that Boltanski and Chiapello refer to as the “projective city.” Boltanski and Chiapello identify three kinds of ways that unjust exploitation in the connectionist world might be regulated:

1. frameworks for inventorying contributions to the network so as “to put an end to exploitation that is bound up with the low visibility of certain contributors”;\textsuperscript{102}


\textsuperscript{99} Boltanski and Thévenot (On Justification, 107–117, 185–193) name the \textit{civic} world as the one that identifies the common good as democratic expression of a collective will. For how connectionist goods can be mistaken for civic ones, see Alejandro Diaz, “Through the Google Goggles: Sociopolitical Bias in Search Engine Design,” in \textit{Web Search: Multidisciplinary Perspectives}, ed. Amanda Spink and Michael Zimmer (Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 2008), 11–34.
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2. fairer rules of remuneration, modeled after the collective agreements pursued by unionized workers, but where “remuneration” is understood not only in terms of fairer pay for participation in individual projects, but also as fairer opportunities to acquire and maintain the skills and reputation necessary to ensure participation in future projects;\textsuperscript{103} and

3. equality of opportunity for mobility, through mechanisms intended to provide everyone (not only those who are already well-integrated into the network) with opportunities to cultivate new links and reestablish those that have withered.\textsuperscript{104}

Their analysis suggests that linked data advocates should focus on

1. standards and methods for comprehensively crediting contributions to the network of linked data projects, no matter how small;

2. rules for providing contributors with rewards in forms besides public recognition or the warm feelings yielded by volunteering; and

3. programs for ensuring that not only the already-well-connected (e.g. the Wikimedia Foundation, Yale University, or the Getty Research Institute) have the opportunity to grow their networks.

Alongside these efforts (and particularly in relation to #2 above) there needs to be recognition and renewed critique of how linked data, by facilitating the process of analyzing and codifying resources into distinctive but recombinable features,\textsuperscript{105} potentially renders all kinds of resources newly amenable to commodification: “ideas ... and information about other people’s [social] relations or ... their state of health, their political, aesthetic, intellectual, etc., inclinations” and so on.\textsuperscript{106}

**Toward Diplomacy among Reflexive Technical Institutions**

Distinct and incompatible visions of the common good led to the dispute over RDFa and prevented its resolution through the WHATWG specification process. That process allowed for the evaluation of competing designs with respect to an industrial ideal of efficient and effective functioning, but it did not allow for consideration of any competing ideals. Hence the frustration of RDFa advocates, who sought in vain to promote their ideal
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of greater network connectivity in solely technical terms. Rather than repeat that mistake, proponents of linked data might reflect on how their rhetoric reveals their own taken-for-granted assumptions about the common good. If upon reflection they decide to re-confirm their commitment to connectionist ideals, then they can address the challenge of enunciating and advocating for a connectionist ethics. Alternatively, they might conclude that their conception of the common good requires facilities not afforded by linked data and seek alternative ways of building the world they envision.

The ethical use or non-use of linked data cannot be assured by formulating rules of conduct without clarifying the moral principles underlying those rules. Even once those moral principles are clarified, ethical considerations cannot be treated as independent from the technical evaluation of possible architectures for arranging and relating people, technologies, protocols, expressions, and ideas—among which linked data is just one possibility. Deciding how and how not to connect and arrange things is not a separate activity to be carried out before or after moral questions have been addressed; it is how moral questions are addressed. Ethically deploying or dismantling technological systems such as linked data depends not on finding the right moral framework beforehand, but on building better technical institutions. Good technical institutions are reflexive, attempting as best they can to provide stability and continuity according to some specific conception of the common good. But they are also aware of that conception's limitations and open to the possibility of transformation in response to critiques born of other conceptions. This implies that good technical institutions need other good technical institutions willing to critique, confront and occasionally compromise with them. Perhaps we need to redirect effort away from developing yet more ethical frameworks for technology, and toward developing more diplomatic ones.
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